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INTRODUCTION
A recent estimate suggests that 30 per cent of Americ•n

youth drop out of school before high school graduation (U.S.
Departlllent of Labor, 196.d).

These represent a waste of

human resources It I time when this country needs their

fullest productivity.

Never before in our history have so

many governmental, co111munity, social and educational agencies
been so concerned over the problems of the youth who leaves

school before graduation -- the dropout.

And yet, for all

the urgency and public concern, the dropout is not a new or

rare problem.

He is prob8bly just one day or several hours

younger thin the schools themselves.
In tbe history of public education in the United States,
the dropout his not always bee-n viewed as • lllljor educational
problem.

To be sure, there

MIS

always some concern for

students who did not complete their education, but this was
a minor concern as comP1tred with other educational issues.
\'Jby then bas the dropout suddenly becollle a major educational

problem?

How can we explain the fact that this was not a

problem when we were losing 80 per cent of our students in

-·
the 1920'a?

Why was this not a problem in the midst of the

depression when 70 per cent of our youth walked out wit bout
any hope of finding a job?
when 40

pe~ c~nt

Why is it that as late as 1955

of our students were quitting school, this

was not a p.robleai?

Why is it a problelll today when we are

doing the best job we have ever done in holding students in
school?

We have become aroused and involved because of the

increasing number of undereducated persona who cannot find
productive work and therefore seek public assistance.
1960's ac:c01'ding to the

u.s.

The

Department of Labor were to

produce 7 , 500, 000 dr oPout s •
Today, mm:e than at any other time in our history, we
place Yalue uPon status and recognize it in terms of an
individual's education, his job within the community in

which he lives, his position within the special structure
of the co111111unity, and the llJ&terial possessions he displays.
With this increased emphlsia on education, it is
expected that each person who enters the work-1-<.lay world

must be as highly trained as possible.

a diploma or a degree is

ing employment.

1

The Possession of

passport to finding and maintain-

Lack of the high school diploma inevitably

shuts the door to 11111ny work oppe>rtunities.

It bas become

increasingly difficult for a pers1m to prove his ability

-

j- -

t hJ:ougb perforlll8nce unless be first holds the secondary school
diploma.

Employer a assume t hit possession of a diploma means

the individual comt111nds the skills, knowledge, and attitudes

which will make him a productive employee.
As • greater portion of our society becomes better

educated, more affluent, and more accustomed to the abundance
of material things, we become increasingly aware of tlilt
segment of society which fails to become adequately educated
and to provide fox its own needs.

Realizing the problem, the

affluent members of society assume financial responsibility
for the welfare of the dropout strata.

lk>wever, today's

society is not accepting this responsibility quietly, but
is seeking solutions to this educationally-baaed social
dilemma of the 1960'•·

htany believe t bit a bigb school

education will provide the individual with the skills and
abilities necessary to find and maintain el!lPloyment.

Thus

be will beCOlle a financially independent and acceptable

member of his community, and he wi 11 not be a burden upon
the present affluent group.

This viewpoint is substantiated

by data fro111 the U.S. ~part111ent of Llbor which sboWs that

the high school gradutlte averages :;,J2,000 more in lifetime

t bl n t be dropout •
The

u. s.

Department of Health, .Bducation and Welfare

labels the dropout problem a 2Uth century tragedy and Conant
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(1961) bas aptly dubbed the dropout group "social dynamite•t
since an accumulation of these quietly desperate individuals
will produce various social eruptions.

Havigurst (1961) con-

cluded ttJlt the dropout problem could develop intl\ a "national
emeri;ency."
As federal, state, and local governments became awre of

this problem and began formulating plans to revitalize their
educatioml systems, t~uincy, Illinois, participeted in several
long-term programs designed to investigate the dropout problem
and methods for alleviating it.

The effort began in 1951 when the Quincy Youth Development Coll11Dission was organized to find effective metbodS to

prevent 111111.adjustment among its school-age children.

.Earlier

studies conducted by the University of Chicago indicated that

a prolonged investigation among these youth ws feasible in
Quincy since the community was relltively stable and few
people moved in or out.

An initial study was financed by

t be C.A. Moorman Foundation of l{uincy •nd terminated in 1961.
Testing and evaluation were conducted ••ong fourth grade

_children upon

wbmn

follow-t.1pa were aade for 10 years so that

their adult life patterns could be determined.

The study

wa not confined to the children and included adults who
were responsible for them.

At that time, several reasons

for dropping out of ¥Cbool ttere uncovered:

1) lack of

- sacademic ability; 2) parents who believed that education was
unimportant;

J)

unsuccessful school experiences; 4) lack of

participation in extra-curricular activities.

It was found

that moat of tbe dropouts came from low socio-economic areas
of the city, particularly t hoSe who attended four of the
elementary schools in these areas.

Prom these four schools,

it was established that only 56 per cent of the students

finished high school and only 9 per cent entered college.
The Nlltiollll Institutes of Mental Health fi111nced the
next project organized by t be Quincy Youth

mission.

~velopment

Co111-

This program attempted to implement the recom-

mendations based in the previous study done in quincy.

The

qualitative findings from this project indicated that when

parents became more involved, the children's self-concept
improved and they enjoyed a wider field of experience&.
However, no data on the incidence of dropping out of school
were available.

These initial studies made it apparent that lllUCh more
nee~d

to be

d~me

and in 1963 a new project was begun by the

Quincy Public School System and Southern Illinois University.
The ~rogram, funded by a grant from the U.S. Off ice of

Education. consisted of four asf)(!cts:

1) identifying and

counseling the dropout-prone student; 2) providing special
clas•e• and practical classroom experiences; J) developing
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a work-study program; 4) involving the parents.
The basis for the program's content was determined on
the basis t,f the findings of the original lO•year study,
which indicated t hllt 21 per cent of the students dropped

out because they lacked interest in their school work; 20
per cent quit because of academic failure; 18 per cent

suffered fro!Pl poor social adjustment; 9 per cent dropped
out because of pregnancy.
The new project ws ca ll~d the Curriculum Demonstration

Program (ClP} and was initiated in 196..>.

June, 1969 brought

about the gra<iuation of t be first class going through the
complete Curriculum Demonstrltion Project cycle.

The

purpose of this study is to evaluate this program and to
determine whether it is actually doing what it ws designed
to do, namely:

keep the dropout.prone student in school.

If the program is significantly successful, results of
this study will encourage the extenaion of this program
into lower grades and perhaps into other school systems.
If the program proves to be only minimally successful,
results of this study may provide the stimulus needed to
develop it more effectively.

CH\PTER II

HEVIEW OF Ll'rERATtllE

Published material on the dropout is voluminous.

This

review includes sollle of the earlier studies as well as some
of the more recent studies which seem to be central to, or
representative 1>£, approaches to t be dropout problem.
l.

&story.

Tbe dropout rate of this nation can be

traced historically but all tbe data cannot be compared

because of the differences in definitions and met hods of
gathering the data.

One of the earliest studies in the

area of the school dropout was made by Thorndike and was
reported by Kline (1918).

Baaed on enrollment data from

23 cities, Tborn<like found that in 1900

lllO&t

of the elimina-

tion from school took place before the first year of high
school, with very little school leaving during the bigb
school years. (Jf those pupils who started school during

the years 1900-1904, 81.7 per cent left school before or
during the ninth grade.
In 1918, Kline who reported the above study repeatea it.
Using sixteen of the same cities tblt Thorndike used, Kline
found some significant changes in t be dropout pattern.
Kline's objectives were to discover the nature of the
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cblnge in tbe dropout pattern since 1900, and to deterllline
wblt evidence there was tblt the junior bigb school was
responsible for t bese cblnges.

His findings showed a sig-

nificant shift in t be age of the dropout.

While Thorndike

found thlt most of the school leaving occurred during the
fifth, sixth, and seventh grades, Kline found that the
greatest number of school leavers left between the ninth
and tenth grades.

Thua, in the period of 18 years,

elimination froa scbOol • • postponed an average of two
to tbree years.

further findings of this study indicated

tblt only 39.6 per cent of the dropouts left before the
ninth grade.
O'Neil (1963), in considering reasons for cblnges in
the dropout pattern, •intained ttat prier to the 1920'•

about 16 per cent of the population between the ages of 14
and 17 attended public high schools.

Thereafter the

passage of child labor laws aade it illegal for a child
under 16 years of age to work full time while acboOl was

in regular session.

le further stated that during the

depression years, for want of jobs, 1111ny students stayed
in bigb school beyond t be legal age for leaving.
Dillon (1949) indicated tbllt the largest group of
students terlllinated their schoOling at the tenth grade,
while the next largest g.roup left from the ninth grade.
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More than 5 per cent of the early school le•vers were in
the twelfth grade, and 20 per cent were in tbe eleventh

grade.
In 1947, a study of youth out of school and in the
labor market was •de in Louisville, Kentucky.

Of the 524

boys and girls in t be sa1111>le, 440 of them did not graduate
from high school.
Findings from this study indicated t tat among 14•15

year old youths, progress beyond the eighth grade ws the
except ion rat her t tan the rule; only 17. 7 per cent of t bis
age group completed a higher grade.

In the 16-17 year old age

group, ouly 47.5 per cent advanced beyond the eighth grade,

and only 18.9 per cent beyond the ninth.

Wbile the state

law •llowed. for leaving school •t the •ge of 16, youngsters

could leave school at the age of 14 with certain stipulations.
Nearly talf of the 16-17 year olds and almost one-fou.ttb of
the 18-19 year olds tad left school before the age of 16.

In order to correctly interpret the data which are
available on the dropout problem, it is necenary to define
the dropout.

wilstacb ( 1962) demonstrated .hoW school drop-

out rates varied witb the definition uaed.
Utilizing the definition tblt a dropout is a student
wbo failed to graduate from high school with his class for

any reason except death, the United States Office of
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Education (1961) quoted the dropout rate in the nation It

40 per cent; the United States I~part~nt of Labor (1961)
at 33 1/3 pe.r cent; Bowman •nd .Matthews (1960) at 31.9 per

cent; the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (Ristow,
1964) at 68 per cent in 1940, 49 per cent in 1959, and 30.J

per cent in 196J; Woodring (l96J) at 93.6 per cent in 1900,
8j.2 per cent in 1920, 49.2 per cent in 1940, 35 per cent
in 1962.

This definition is subscribed to by the present

writer.
The United States Bureau of Census ( 1961) quoted the
dropout rate at 17.l per cent, as determined by subtracting
the nu1Aber of pupils in some kind of school from the number

of scoool-age children.
The variety of definitions prompts the conclusion that

there is a great need for a central agency that will collect
the data and compute figures utilizing a collU1lon definition

and method.

2. lteasollS For Concsrn.

In recent years, t be problem

of the school dropout has received national attention.
nven though a higher percentage of students are completing
high school today thin in the past years, several reasons
for t bis concern hive been suggested.
The N.n.A. Research Division ( 1963) indicated that the
demands of auto111tion for higher levels of education and for
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greater flexibility will aggrav•te the problem presented by
the dropouts.

Liddle (1962) expreasec.l. his concern for the

school dropout because, in our highly complex industrialized
society, there will continue to be an increaaing need for
highly skilled anpower anu a decrease in the need of

unskilled labor.
Bond (1962) suggested tmt Aaerica 5eea the dropouts
as repreaeuting the failw:e of Us people to educate •11 of
its cbildten.

Silberman (1964) interpreted concern for the

dropcut as a recognition by the nation of its failure to
educate between SO per cent and 80 per cent of its Negro and
white slum cbild%'en.

Tompkins ( 196J) stated t mt we must do

a better job of educating each child because one 111illion
youngsters a year hive no useful place in our country.

They

have notbing to do; they are going nowhere, and each year
there will be more of these child%'en.
li.ohler ( 1962) saw t be need for full development of
eacb pupil because we presently was1e our moat productive
reaource -

tbe productive power of youna brains and

DlUScles. the ueative powers of young imaginations and
emotions.

Bo11uiJ8n and Matthews (1960) addf!d Uiat the drop-

out does not hive the skill, responsibility, and personal

and social adjustment necea&al'y to obtain and hold a pal'ttime job while attending school; he does not obtain a good
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job after leaving school;

t~

does not holti a job for long;

and ile makes a relatively poor work record.

Tbe dropout

obtains a poorer job initially tnan does the graduate and
receives fewer adv•nceuients.
Other writers are concerned over the individual• s wellbeing and his role as 1 productive citizen in the community.
Ehrle (196J) decried the aanger of assessing a productive
citizen only on the basis of gainful employMent.

He stated

t llat the emphasis must shift from work and full e111PloyMut
for each inciv idual to the true meauing of work.

He sug-

sesteti tl•t full employment way no longer be feasible
nationally, and that we must rev iae our values connecting
work aoo 'Worth.
S&vitaky {196J) implieu that tbe early termination of
formal education fosters a nebulous and questionable future
in relation to work and in contributions and 1cljust111ents
to society.

The United States L\epartment of Labor

(196~)

reported tblt dropouts continue to suffer from dl'opping out.

Lropouts are not able to take large roles as productive
citizens because of preoccupation with their own immediate
\!Je 11-be i

Di •

A most important force in motivating national concern
for the school dropout is that greater emphasis his been
pl.aced on equality of opportunity, especially educational

-

- lJ anc vocational opportunity.

An important factox, reported

by Schreiber (1964), is that the dropout and unemploymeut

rates for nonwhites are at least uouble that of the white
population.
Authorities in other fields are concerned about the
dror:.out problem because of the possible connection with
delinquency.

h..leek (1900) stated the frequency with which

uelinqUE"ncy occui:s u.ecreases with eve~y year of education
a1...<ied.

.Uux·cnill ( 1962) expressed. his concern for alienated

boys, tlJWarted in normal cranr.l("lS, who then seek illegitilllllte
nieans to achieve symbols of manhood.

The l'e<.ieral Bureau of Investigation reports thU there
has been an increase of at least 10 per cent of arxests of
persons under eighteen years of age.

This suggests thE.-

possibility of 01·opouts being delinquents.

IWever, Williams

0963) and Ristow (19o4) iudicatei;,.. that there is no evidence

to support the idea t l:at most dropouts are delinquent.
reported thlt there is no relationship between the two.

They

ln

fact• 79 per c:ent of their sample were not consider eel sel"ious

behavior problems and 76 per cent hlc.l neYer been suspenueC:.
from school.

Schreiber (196J) strongly supporteo this iuea

and stated tlat there are many more d1>opauts than delinquents.
that most delinquents are dropouts, but most dropouts are uot
delinquents.

Kleek (1961) justified concern for any con-
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nection between the dropout and the delinquent because he

felt that juvenile delinquency is like cancer, if detected
c>ar ly enough it can often be cured.
Vars

(196~),

urnstein (1965), Beylller (1964), Ormsby

(1964) anu liltcheson ( 1961) believed Uat we must consider

t be aropout sroup because delinquency concentrates there.

The research on this issue can lead to the conclusion t hit
dropouts and delinquents a.re not one and the aaae, but that
droppirl{; out is a step to delinquency for some youths •
...)•

f!practeriotiC§.

Most writing& concerning the

identification of the potential dl'opout begin with the
dangers inherent in trying to accomplish this taak.
( 1963)

sta~·ed

Porter

t bit there is no neat prototype for the drop-

out, but that there are several characteristics that often
distinguish the potential dropout from students of similar
intelligence and social status who .reamin in school.
Research on the dropout problem has frequently attel.1'f)ted

to discover factors which oifferentiate dropouts from other
high school students.

A study d""!!Signetl to test the hypothesis

that there are certain measurable differences between dropouts and nondropouts which can be revealed by examination

of school records was undertaken by Cook (1956).

Ninety-

£ive lii:opouts were compare<.l with 200 nondropouts wtio were
identical, in terms of percentages, in grade and sex distribution.

.. 15 -

So111e of the findings of this study were:

( 1) younger

children ar<' less likely to witburaw than older chilc..Jren,
but childrt"n who are between other siblings are more likely
to dropout; (2) thlt dropouts exhibit greater educational
retai-dation than nondropouts.

Cook concluded his study

with the observation that thP.re was no single factor or
simple combination of factors which distinguished the
<lropcut group from the nondxopout group.

U:opping out of

sc i1ool results from a multiplicity of factors.
li•milton ( 1964) reported in a southern study that
dropouts came from larger familit>s, tbeix parents had less

education, fathers were in lower-class jobs, more thin three•
fourths were average for grade, and they hid poorer grades
and high subject failure when compared to graduates.

son ( 1960) in a not her southern study found

the dropouts were school failures.

t~o-thirds

John-

of

Markus (1965) found

four factors which made the largest contribution to variance
between dropouts and stayins with dropouts char•cterizec by:

(1) age at graduation from elementary school; (2) lower
grade point average; (J) oltier social status of family; and

(4) hiJhe.r family and school mobility.
Comparing dropouts with matched stayins, Fifield (1965)

found no

diff~rence

on the self-concept scale de.rived from

an Ossoo<l Semantic Liff er~ntial Technique.

C&dy ( 1965)

.. 16 -

matchPd 95 dropouts with stayins on sex, socioeconomic status,
and i.ntelligence.

The dropouts bad lower social acceptance

and fewer school friends, but there were no other differences.
Hamreus ( 1965) noted that \:ompared wit ll matched stay ins,

<lroPouts got lnwer grades, WE-re absent about twice as often,
participated less in arts, science, and club activities,
scored lower on attitude towards school, had 1110re younger

siblings, and wei:e more likely to lilve separated parents.

1.1.scr iminant aualysis gave the best predictors as ( 1) days
absent in grace eight; (2) hours worked per week; (3) number
of younger sibling-Si •nd ( 4) negative attituc:e towards sc hcol.

Bowruau an<l Matthews (l<Jbu) made a study of all students
in the sixth grade cf the public schools in

in

tt~

school year 1951-52.

~uincy,

Illinois

Data were collected on the

E>ntire group for eight years following grade six.

At the

end of the tenth grade a list was coropiledof all students
who bad clropped out of school up to tl•t time.

I.uring the

next two years each dropout was interviewed appro:xi!llltE'ly
six months after he left school.

At the same time, the

cur rent or last employe1 of the dropout was interviewed
about the student• s work perf orwance.
were:

The factors studied

intelligence, social status, personal and social

adjustments, school adjustment, work adjustment, rr:arital
adjustment, aoo achievement values and aspiratioHs.

- 17 Using this infor1111tion. officials in the Quincy school
system recognized 10 characteristics which distinguished
the dropout fl'oa students of similar intelligence and

academic ability who re•ined in school until graduation:
1) tbe dropout resided in areas cf low social status; 2) he

lacked tbe skill, responsibility and personal and social

adjustment necessary to obtain and bold a part-time Job
while attending school and failed to obtain a good job after
leaving school; J) he lacked the ability to gain status, is
socially illlllllture, irresponsible, defensive and pessimistic
about bis vocational future; 4) be was sometimes socially

withdrawn and s0111etimes aggreaaive, lacked frien<la, was not
a leader and did not P11rticipmte in extra-curricular activitie$;
5) the dropout girl married early; 6) the dropout was aca-

demically below average, a poor reader, frequently absent
from school, and clashed with certain middleclau teachers
who rejected him on the basis of social cJ.asa or acadeaic

failure; 7) bis system of Yllues rejected school, self, and
collPetitive aituations; 8) though be generally regreted

leaving scbool. the dro)>Out felt frustrated and socially
inaecure in tbe school situation; 9) be failed to see the

possibility of education as a means to VC>Qtional success
and could find no suitable training program in the schools
as they are presently organized; and 10) the parents of the

-
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that their children attend classes regularly and do their

assigD111ents.
Thonas ( 1954) conducted • study in one high school in

an attempt to find factors related to leaving school before
graduation.

He found the factor most related to whether or

not the student finished bigb school was particis-tion in
school activities.

Thia means that the dropout not only

did not become a member of foottMlll teams or bobby clubs,

but these students did not even attend athletic activities
of the school or become involved in its social activities.
A partial explanation of this failure nay be that potential
dropouts do not feel that they "belong!'

Their social

relationships with other students are poor and their friendS
are more likely to be out of school or in another school.
They lack a sense of identification with their school, that

espxit de corps which comes from feeling an integral part of

a group.

In a very real senae, they are alienated from

school and school personnel.

To tbe11, school repreunts

unpleasantness and they bne no desire to return to school
after it is officially over, nor to spend any more time
thin they blne to.

Without any attempt to underplay this factor, it should
be reaelllbered tblt moat dropouts leave from the ninth and
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tenth grades and •ny opportunities for 1>11rticipation in
sports and leadership roles are us.ally delayed until the
junior and aenior yemrs.

Presidents of student governments,

varsity baseball, football, and basketball players, editors
of school newspapers and. yearbooks are u.s.ally juniors or

seniors.

Thus, in the ninth grade there is relatively

little opportunity for students to become involved in

many extra-curricular activities.
As can be seen, the dropout cannot be co•pletely
characterized and made into a neat prototype.

Research

bis delineated certain cblracteristics ttiat distinguish
dropouts as a group from those young people who stay in
sc bool and graduate.

further cblracteristics of the dropout are sWlllJllrized
in th! following paragrapbl.
~
It is genera Uy conceded t bit 11.1ore boys t bin girls

leave acbool prior to grad.ation.

Almost all of the

studies reveal that SS to 60 per cent of the dropouts
are boys.

The Illinois Study ( 1966-67) indicated 54 per

cent were boys, 46 per cent were girls.
It is interesting to speculate about this.

It is the

male who is most often the breadwinner in the family who
need& tbe education in order to obtain a better job, and

~
-
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yet it is the mile who is mo%e likely to drop out of school.
Perhaps this llligbt be explained by the fact that m1les are

more likely to be given independence earlier than females
by their familiea.

Perblps it is because there are more

part-time jobs avail.able for boys than girls that lures
boys into thinking ttat they can support them.selves with
full-time work.

Perhaps it is the falBe seruse of security

gained by a part-time job which is responsible.
or perhaps the reason lies in another direction.

Many

educators generally concede that our scboOls require tasks
which are more appropriate to girls than to boys.

especially true at the elementary school level.

This is
Fw:tt~r-

more, many students do not come in contact wit b mile

teachers until the aecondary school. Thus, the model
presented to a boy is tiat of a woman teacher and school
as wo•ntt; work.
Closely related to this is the fact tiat more boys. tlan
girls bne difficulty in their early scbOol years.

There

ia little doubt tblt part of this is due to the difference
in maturity and tbe rateof growth.

However, part of this

might also be due to the fact tiat schools are more, attractive
to girls than to boys.

Wllltever tbe reason, we do know that

more boys tian girls have difficulty in school.
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Personmlitx and §elf-Concept
Many

of the young people who have difficulty in school

nave an unhealthy self-concept. They see tbeaselves as
dumb, stupid, and incompetent in school work, but fairly
successful cut of school.

It is nat unreasonable to expect

thlt any normal person would 110pe to escape from a situation
where be constantly finds hiuelf to be incompetent.
In a real sense, t be youngster wbO is retained in a
grade taces so• serious problem&.

His retention serves

to reinforce bis self-concept as a dullard and an incompetent,
and be is usually less willing to exert himself tbe second
til!le around.

This is more true of students who are retained

at tbe junior high school or senior high school level.

Cor-

rectly or incorrectly he views bis retention as a foraa of
punishment inflicted on bim by a spiteful teacher.

Thus,

in order to defend bis ego be rejects the teacher, his
cl.aaantltes, and tbe scbool.
There is little doubt that the student wbo has been

retained in grade las definitely been labeled, and t bis label
will follow him for the rest of bis sct.>ol career. Teachers
will e:xa111ine bis recm: d eac b year and note t bis fact; they
will uae it to explain away all bis difficulties.

It is

no saall matter tlat the student who is retained is being
taught he is ..different,. from other stuc1enta.

He cannot
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seem to understand why school work is so difficult for him when
it appears to be so easy for other students.

Constant dif-

ficulty in school leads this student to learn to bite school,
and he is well on his way towa.rd becoming a psychological
dropout.

A psychological dropout is a student who is not

old enough to physically leave school but wbo exhibits the
same characteristics of the dropout.

This Shu.lent ia merely

witing until he is old enough to get out.
ScLuol Comeetence, tnd Refdigg
To a large degree, academic progress in school depends

upon the ability to read.

It hlls been esti•ted that nsore

tlan 90 per cent of all work taught in the school involves
the ability to read.

If this is true, then it 1111kes sense

tlat a student who i.s difficulty in reading will be successful less tlan 10 per cent of bis time in school.
Some educators feel t bat reading ability or reading

inability is the •jor factcr in the dropout problem.

These

people assuae t1-t if all students were taught to rea.d then
the dropout problem would dis•ppear.

However, Peuty (1956)

in a study of good and J)Oor readers found that 45 per cent
of the poor readers relllllined in school long enough to
graduate.

This would indicate t bit alt bough reading

ability is strongly related to the act of dropping out
of school, it accounts for less ti.an SO per cent of the droJ)Outs.
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Attendancs;
Attendance might not be a causal factor in aropping

out of school, but is symptomatic of the potential dropout.
Almost every study of the dropout reveals a marked regression
in attendance from the elementary school to tbe secondary
school.

Lack of attendance in school should therefore be

seen as a warning signal.
The problem of truancy is per l'Jtps the first sicn that
soiaething is wrong.

Young people who enjoy school are not

very likely to be absent unless it is absolutely necessary.
liven when they are ill, t bese students want to go to school.
On the other hand, the potential dropout will find all sorts
of excuses for not attending school.

Even the

DlOSt

lllinor

ailiaent will be magnified out of pr1.;J)Ol:tion if i t will keep
the student out of school.

Intelligenc1
There is not complete agreement among educators whv have
studied the factor of intelligence in tbe dropout problem •
.Beymer (1964) uses statistica from the U.S. Depart11ent of
Labor which estillllltea that 70 per cent r1 the dropouts have
lQ'a above 90.

\\iilliams ( l9t.lJ) and Vars ( 1963) indicate

Hiat 49.8 per cent of tbeiJ: sample were average or above
in intelligence.

The NBA (1963) gives a different slant

on its data, reporting that three

ti~•

as iany dropouts
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as high school graduates had IQ' s under 85, and that three

times as mny high school graduates a.s dropouts had IQ's
of 110 and over.

BOWUlan and .Matt hews ( l96J) and Mcqueen

(1964) who quotes them characterize the dropout as below
average With a mean IQ of 83.

Strom (1964) suggests the

droJ>Out to have an IQ between 89 and 95.

Cassel ( 1962)

suggests that only 6 per cent of the dropouts hlve IQ's
above 1Cl9 and 46 per cent below 90.

Porro (1963) agrees

that the dropout generally his a lower thin average IQ'
but says that 13 per cent hne IQ's over 110.

.McCreary

and Kitch (195J) suggested that 40 per cent are of average
intelligence, .:i4 per cent belt.W average, 12 per cent above
average and t bit no records were available for the remaining
14 per cent.

lli..ss5tisf1c1ion
~ne

of the factors that almost every study of drop•

outs reveals as being of major importance is thlt of dissatisfaction with school.

Unfortunately, this factor is

so broad that it defied definition.
other things:

It includes, among

dislike for teacher, dislike for • certain

subject, failing, not getting along with other students,
or tl:at school does not offer the subjects wanted.
It is quite possible that these are merely excuses
and the school presents itself as a convenient scapegoat.
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If a student is not doing well in school, it is relatively

easy to blame the teacher or the school.

In fact, it

appears to be a good defense mechanism and it prov ides a
seemingly legitimate excuse to witl.:lraw from the situation.

Students hltve a vested interest in defending their ego and
the school or the teacher can provide the excuse.

Or. the

other hind, it is illlPortant that the educators recognize

that this factor does exist. and ttwat sol!lt'times the schools
force the student to "step out.••

There are many situations

in every school day which are not pleasing to students
and which can be remecied with very little effort on the

part of school personnel.
Socio-economic Factpf and

P~milr RelatJ~nships

Economic need is frequently listed as a cause for
dropping out of school.

Williams (196J) suggested thlt this

reason ac.counted for 10 per cent of the dropouts and was
frequently Hstecl third.

J.la.ttbews (1962) suggested thlt

dropouts felt a considerable financial handicap.

Although

many students leave school for this reason it cannot be
construed to mean that most students drop out for this
reatson.
Dear ( 1933) investigated occui-tions of fathers of
children in eight Michigan schools.

Data regarding the

fathers was collected from the students through questionnaires.

-
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This study indicated tblt there

'WllS

a greater proportion

of chilC.:ren of the 11Jboriug class than children of tl1e

non-laboring class in ;;rades nine through twelve.

How-

ever, children of the non-laboring class persi.sted

lon 6 E~r

in school t:ian did the children of thf' laboring class.
This is one of the earliest studies to demonstrate the

re lat ions hip bf'tween social class and dropping out of
school.
TL. c.;ropout came umler t hf'!' close scrutiny of sccic·lo-

gists in some classical studies.

l:k:lllingshea;;.~

(1949) in

a sociological study of a community ttat he called "Elmtown"
fcund that "uut-L•f-school a(iolescents" ar<' products of the
impact of the social system.

At the conclusion of his

chapter on school withdrawal, he noted that the policies
of the Board of Euucation are influencec... by class interests.
Hollingshead belived that the influence of social class is

mirrore<l in Board of Educat iou policies as t bey pertain to
the aoministration of t 11e school att!"ndance law, the awareness of the wishes of the upper class, anc. methods of
discipline for children from the lower class.

These actions,

he noted are reflecte<.i in the large number of withdrawals
llllong children in tl1€ lower socio-economic classes.
'~

number of sociolo5ists who have made detailed st•.ldies

in a variety of communities noted this relationship between
.socio-econo1aic

clas~

aud persistence in school.

i\larner ( 1949)

-
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stated that social class analysis can be US<'d to predict
the uropout.

He inuicated that whee stu~yintS students of

C'qual htellect, ability, and interest, the social class of

the student couhl be the factor ceterminin;r if the student
beccir.es a dropout.
rlilliams (196.;) stated that more than half of the drop-

t,uts iu his sample were from families in which the occupat i-.Hl
of the heaC: of the household was unstable an<l in the lowest

income brackets, with 6.2 per cent of the
house holes unf'mployec..

he~ads

of the

St rem ( 1964) concludeci from

t lie

stuciy by Bowman and Matthews that as many as 88 per cent

of the uropouts are members of lower class homes.

Wilstach

( 1964), hcwe-ver, found that of a Los Angeles sample of 221
dropouts, 94 per cent hau never bee;; on relief, although
th<' level of income is not gi\ ('n.

h!e can conclude that

the inciuence of .school dropouts is ruuch higher in the
lowf"'r socio-economic £roups but it also occurs across aJ.1
income levels.
r;illon (1949) found that a minority of early school
leavers came horn brukeu homes but that the proportion frulll
such homes was somewhat larger than for tbe population ill
~,C:!'ral.

Novak (FCO, Urr.1spy (19c4), Cassel (1962),

Perro (196.i) all suggested that the broken home- is fertile
6rouud for the dropout.

hilliams ( 196J), fa rs ( 196.'),
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lJeymer (1964) and ldstow (1964) reveoaled that although the
parents seemed to be important factors, the number of
broken llc'les was not sipiificant.
Bowman and J.:att hews ( 196v) noted that t ix dropout
does net

SN'

the possibility of education as a means to

vocational success and can fine no suitable training in
the schools as they are presently organized.

They also

indicated that the parents of the dropout Ire indifferent

to schl!'·l persistence on thE' part cf their chilti.ren.

\':lile

they may not express negative fee lings conc.,-r ,,ing school
pf'rsistencc, they do not act to i'

t~rvene

on the occasion

of school leaving.
Another factor noted by Bowman and Matthews related
to socio-economic class is the level of aspiration of the
students and their parents.

1•lany of t heia do not recognize

the tre;;cndous chailf;eS wliicll have taken place in employment

patterns

.i.n

the past fifteen yea.rs.

It is not infrequent

that a potential tiropout will indicate that his father iias
a gc:0d job and he is not a high school Jraduate.

It is to

no avail to attempt to explain to him or to his parents

that the opportunities available fifteen years ago are
rapidly vanishing from the scene and it is difficult to
convince these parents that education is directly rela1. e-o
to the goals they hold for their children.
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Ltlf' of the major ci.racteristics of these students
and of tbeir parents is the need for imraediate gratification.
These pe-ople are not willing to defer their gratifications

until a later time.
want to do it now.

They want to enjoy themselves anc they

It is aifficult for them to realize

thlt the rewards will be greater later if they prepare
themselves now.

Thus. in an attempt to gratify their

desires now they are often willing to depart from school
without completing their (ducat ion.
une factor which is often over lookecl, is the Dlount ing

tividence of the actual cost of attending school.

In this

respect, it is not the overt or outright cost of books and

tees, but the more subtle costs which are involved.

These

include the cost of extra-curricu.L<.1r activities such as

attendance It football games, basketball games, and dances.
To this must be adcled the costs of

buyin~

pennants, class

rings.and pins, yearbooks, the cost of transportation tr
school activities, clvt hes arnd money for eating in the
school cafeteria.
Mi nor i

tx

Gr ol!P!

A statement made quite frequently suggests that dnmcuts come from minority groups.

Mcore ( 1954) studied

Negroes who bid tiroppeci out of school prior to g1aciuation.
He found that where the school records indicated only five
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students (1.6 per ce>nt) clroppeu out because of prE-gna:1cy,
the interviews with the dropouts revealeci that 67 C2t•.9 per

cent) ha~ left because of pregnancy.

In 1964, the U.S.

Department of Labor stated that the dropout :_s characteristicaUy nLr1white.

In 1961, this same office inuicatec

that the <lropout rate for Negro youth is double that of tile
white group.

Schreiber ( 1964) noted that twice as many

Negroes drop out as whites and that two-thirds of the couwhltes a ;ed 18 to 19 hid dropped out of school.

Beymer

(1964) indicated that 77 per cent of Negroes .Lemaineu in
school Ind 79 per cent of the 1'dhi ~PS re ma inetl in school.
Conant (1961) decried

tre hi,;h rate of school drop-

outs in the city slums, primarily Negxo anu pointeo to

the effects of de facto segregation.

Hist ow ( 1964) quoted

California statistics which showed the dnipout rate for
Negro yLLt h to be twice that of the white population.
l~e

can summarize by saying that altm,ugb the dropout

rate for tllinoxity groups is considerably hi,;her than for
the \••hite section of our population it is not exclusively
1

problem of minority groups.
4.

Programs flor The Dropgut-Prone Stude&.

Probrams

planned for the pot e nHa 1 clr opout may i nv o lv e a ay age group.
Reports and literature on the various programs are primarily
descriptive.

Consequently, only brief mention of the L1ore

widely known pr 03rams \dll be male.

r\acine, Lisconsin, bas develop('t.i an

E'Y~erimental

pro-

bram fc.r ti1r kinoeri:;ilrter: chil0ren entering sclloo1 from
llr,mes ti at lack. sufficient cultural rE-sources, superv isilni,

ur motivation.

In 1\llentown, Pennsylvania, the school

system tries to tie the classroom work to on-the-Jcb trai!;ing in oruer to keep up t be intere-st of the stuceut.

In

Portsmouth, Uhio, the city schools !lave a special course
for all the ninth graders called "community livin,_:."
This class is taut;ht I:iy tlie high sc:;hool counselor

an~

encompasses the theme, "stay in school anti graduate tt:.

be e contributiug citizen."
'fhe Youth Commission of llilson County, Tennessee, bas
alsu oevelopeL

a program to make school more meaningful to

st uaent s wtm other wise might leave before g rauuat ion.
boys in t hi:> pro;;ram, sonl€

01

TiJt>

whom werE' {\isciplinary problems

or l.iac.i e:.,perienct•I acauemic uifficulties, are enrollee in

a buiiding and traC.:es course taught by a retirE"d cabinc·:maker.

Actively supported by the Lebanon business cornrmnity,

the school iJoar0 leas·~1. t

tie

necessary equipment, purcliasN: a

lot ancl materials am: the boys began to builu a tllreE"-bedroc:rn
home.

Tee hnicians from t lle various building tra<lE'S cou-

dhute~

their tL,r in workin;; witl; the boys in i·1stalling

equipment and Jiving special instruction in <"'lccL ica1

engineer b'i.;, brick-lay in6, and carpentry.

~c hool officials

-
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believe tt•ere is ltlore tban a casual couaection betwccL tliis
project anc.. tbe numbeJ. of scbool aropouts, whicu decline<.:
5U per ce;it fl om the 1959-1960 year to the 1960-1961 year.
New York ..:ity 1 s most ambitious ano. succ.c s;:;f ul workexper ie11ce pi:ui;.rair. for potential urup{Juts is the ::>cbool to

Lmployment P.ro6ra111 (S'rEP;.
reciprocal and climpletnentary

As its nanie implies• there are
~oals:

tu smooth the transition

from school to employment by incorporating paiu woxk as a
superv is(•d subject anu as put of t be educ.at ional clay; tu
orient the curriculum to meet t b! needs for transit ioi.; aua
to take advantabe of tbe oaany 111oti·,;ational, instructional,
ana i;ui<.::ance oppor·tunities ithexeut in stu<le11ts' private
employment.
The basic progum oesign prov ictes for supex:v ision

throu6hout tne school, day and keeps the students intact
for at least two periods of the day.
schedule

i~

daily and uniform.

In addition, the

The mcrninbs i1. ;.)'fEP are

devoted to instruction in school, while the afternoons

~.re

resei.100 for work in private industry, un stipell.:l at the

home school, a not i1er school, or public agency.
Statistical L1dices on retention, work placet11ent, an-.
attendance are encouraging.

un the averalie, 2u to ..;5 per

cent of :>'fhP stuuents rcsumeti the trauitional full uay uf
instruction;

_,u

t1.>

Jj

per cent left for full-time empkyr1lent

p
--------------------------------------------------~
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or the armed forces; 30 to JS per cent re•ined on STBP.

Of

the diacblrgeea, 75 per cent left for full-time employment,

and the re•inder were distributed among "ar111ed forces,"
"left city," "other high schools," "bo8pitala," "deceased,"
and

"graduated."
Although there waa an allotment of six stipend positions

for high schools and lS for the other schools, only five
schools found it nec:euary to uae their full quota.

Con•

cerning attendance, 12 acbools bid an avera1e of 80 per
cent or more; t bree bid 90 to 9S per cent.

sr:sP is a work-experience progra111 thlt underscores the
illl)>ortance of work io private industry t brough regular
employment referrals and cblnnela, though with supportive
guidance by t be teacher.

Unlike other work-experience

programs, it does not aak e111Ployera to hire students as

a charitable gesture.

S'l'BP's •PPJ:ot1Ch is positive, upgrading

the students and program witbout requesting special considerations for tlwll or giving guarantees as to their performance.
Another program, in Chicago, is notable because it
illustrated the extent to which business or an industry can
involve itself, if it wishes.
Benjallin Willia, for111er

After consulting with

ge~ral

superintendent of schools,

officials of the carson, Pirie, Scott Company, a large
department store, decided to undertake an experimental work•
_,

,-
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study program with 59 young dropouts.

These young people

came from a range of ethnic groups and were of widely
varying mental abilities.

Por three weeks, during which

they received a nominal salary, they attended orientation

courses dealing wttb requirements of perso111l appearance
and communication skills necessary for de1>11rtment store
work.

Then the regular program began.

Bach youngster

worked three days a week at one of the store's regular

joba--aa dles clerk, stockrooa worker, clerical assistant,
etc.-at a beginning salary of one dollar an hour.

The

other two days a week tbey attended classes in a nearby
office building where they received instruction in areas
i111portant to the developmttnt of their 1111rketable skills--

reading, speech, uthelllltics, and citizenship.
The experiment is going into its third year now.

At

last report in a descriptive brochure a 1111jority of the
original participants were still active in the program.
(Jf tboae wbo bid left, only a few were either fired or
quit for lack of interest.
the program's inception

au

It is worth mentioning that since
the retaining participants hive

received at least one, and moat of tbem 111or• thin one, raise.
A

similar work-study program was initiated a couple

of years ago at McKinley High School in St. Louis.

The

actUll rate of dropout among t be students enrolled in t be

,-

- 35 program was 11.6 per cent.

Among the students in a matched

control group the rate was 35.2 per cent.

New York City's Higher li>rizons Program--which his
become almost prototypical should al.So be mentioned.

The

Higher li>rizons Program began six years ago as a demonstration
guidance project in a single junior high school in a low

socioeconomic neighborhood.

Its aain premise was that,

regardless of wbat i-st records and IQ scores migtt indicate,
1111ny human talents--buman lives, in fact- were going to

waste.
The program begins with third-grade students and extends
to cover the population of thirteen junior high schools.
At the beginning of the year these studentlll ,.re given
intelligence teats, plus reading and arithllletic ability
tests.

They are then exposed to a program of instruction

which employs every productive technique available,
emphasizing remedial teaching in arithmetic and reading•
But these classroom activities are supplemented and balanced
by others which are

considel'~

of equal, if not greater,

importance.
In various studies, ti. participants abOWed an average

individual gain of thirteen IQ points in three years.

The

average gain for ti. boys was seventeen points; for the
girls, eleven points.

The boys, incidentally, hid lower
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scores thin the girls on t be first test.

Out of 81 pupils

who hid taken both tests, 66 showed an increase; 12 showed

a drop; and

t bree remained t be same.

This ratio of increase

to decrease of five to one remained co11stant in all of the
studies llSlde.

21 students, or moi:e thin one-fourth of the

group, showed gains of more thin 21 points; 13 between 21

and JO points; six between Jl and 50; and two between .51
and W points.

scored in tbe

ln 1957, 26 per cent of the students bid

I.4. category

of 110 and above.

In 1960,

58 per cent scored 110 and above.
In general, approxi1111tely 40 per cent uaore pupils are

finishing high school than did before.

Two and one-half

times as 111ny are completing academic courses, and three
and one•hllf times as 1111ny are going on to some type of

post-secondary education.

In fact, of those who completed

the academic course in June 1961, 91 per cent wnt on to

furt ber education.

Sixty-six per cent of the group

graduated from senior high school, compared to an average

of 40 per cent for previous groups.
Edgar Freidenberg stressed the objective and subjective

need of youth to achieve confident self-identity.
function of tbe school is to provide the meaoa.

The
But the

youngster whoSe echool experiences end in failures--and
those of the dropout usually do-blving discovered that be

-
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is good

!!. nothing, stands a strong chance of becoming good

for nothing.

Far too 1111ny young lives, uith all the

potential and real talents and capabilities they embody,
are being wasted and crushed.

The redemption of these

lives requires inventiveness and energy and dedication.

It requ.Ues that tbe scbool.S be constantly reexamined and
rethought, organized and reorganized.

This is the large

and formidable clallenge that each potential dropout
presents to us.

CHAPl'BR III
MF.TlDDS

The students for the CurriculW11 liemonstration Project
were selected on five factors:

intelligence,

readin~

achieve-

ment, general achievement. socio-economic status, and adjustment to school.

These students, along with the Control

group, made up approxiusately 14 per cent of the students
wbo

fell at the bottom of the ranking of the total class

group according to the average of these five factors as

measured by the instruments discussed in the following
section.

Bducable 111ent.ally tandicapped students were not

included because they were excluded from the regular school
program.

Every fifth student eligible for the Curriculum

Denaonstration Program wa placed in the Control group and
allowed to participate in the regular school program.

Con•

sequently, the Control group mde up 2U per cent of the
total eligible students.
each year of the project.

Tbis proceoure was followed during
Table 1 shows the number of

stuuents in each category for the four-year period, as
well. as the means and standard deviations for all groups

for tbe five &election factors.

Students adc.<ecl to any groups

during this four year period were not included in this study
to avoid contamination of the data.
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!ntelligence.

The I.Q. score was obtained from the

California Test of Mental !•taturity which ws administered
to all students during tbe .sixth grade.
Reading Abil&lX•

The reading factor was obtained from

the reaciins scores attained on the Iowa Achievement Test

which was administere'1 to all students in the sixth grade.
It can be noted here t hit low reading achieve111ent was one

of the most consistent of the five factors employed and ws
characteristic of all four Project and Control groups.
Acad!Sic Acb,ievesm.

This factor was obtained by

averaging the nuaaerical grades each student received during
the fiftb and sixth grades.

5-point scale,

0

These were converted to a

1" being the highest through "!i" the lowest.

Some bias could hive crept into t bis selection due to the
fact that students in the lower socio-economic areas tended

to receive comparatively higher grades for similar perfor1111nce thin students in higher socio-economic schools.
li:>wever, the fact tbtt students selected for the Project
ana Control groups tended to come from the schools in

culturally disadvantaged areas suggests tlilt this possibility
did not substantially affect selection.
Socio-Economic.

This factor waa obtained by adding

tbe scores of a residence factor and an occupational factor
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and converting these to a S-point scale.

The occupational

scores were obtained by using Warner's Revised Scale for
Rating Occupations (Warner,

I~.

A., 1949).

The residence

scores were obtained from a rating of residential areas
done by the 4uincy Youth Levelopment Colll!llission personnel
in 1962.
Ad iustment Factor.

This factor

\fas

obtained from a

Pupil Adjustment Rating Sheet completed by the student's
sixth grade teachers (see Appendix

A).

Scores from this

rating scale were converted to a 5-point scale for social
withdrawal, •sgressiveness, and leadership.

The lowest

rating for the three factors was used as the rating of
overall adjustment.
by Project personnel.

This selection process was evolved
It is weak and somewhlt confusing.

This writer would have pref erred a different approach, but
since this one was already in use, the \driter had to
accept it.
To swnmarize, students enrolled in the Curriculum
Demonstration Project, along with the Control group, made
up approximately the lower 14 per cent of the total popula-

tion of the school ranked according to the factors of
intelligence, reading achievement, acadellliC achievement,
socio-econondc status, and school adjustment.

The

inadequacy tlllt was the most co1'11tllon among these students
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was t bat of poor performance in the academic setting.

Read-

ing disability was very common as were certain behavior
patterns whicb were disruptive to the traditional school
setting.
Procedw:e
Ds::sc£iption of Proua111.

This program ws implemeuteu

in the large central junior and senior high schools in
Quincy, Illinois.

These schools included all public school

students in grades seven through twelve in this stable w:ban
center of approximately 50,000 population.

All social

classes and ability levels were represented by the student
body of approximately s.JOO students attending these schools.

The students in the Project and Control groups were those
judged to be dropout-prone students according to the five
factors repm:ted previously.

In the summer of 196.:l, a

sroup of 80 entering seventh graders (60 Project, 20 Control)
were selected.

New groups of seventh graders have been

selected in subsequent years.
The personnel involved in tbe ixogram were the following:
( 1) the administrative director who was responsible for ttie

overall policy formulation and direction of the total project
operation; (2) the project coordinator who was responsible
for the overall direction and supervision of all program
operatiD ns; (.>) the curricululll supervisor who directed the

,.....
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sununer curriculum workshops, weekly curriculum meetings,
and who was responsible for all in-service training; (4)
the work experience supervisor who established contact
with employers, unions, associations, and interested

citizens as appropriate in the establishment of workstudy proi;rams.

li? was responsible for scheduling.

supervising, and evaluating all students working part-time

in connection with the project; (5) a demonstration teacher
who assisted in the coordination of teachers and students
in the demonstration.
Students were assiJtied to project cl;:isses approximately
4 hours per day.

In grades seven and eight the four

curriculum demonstration classes consisted of co•ynication
skills, social living, arithmetic skills, and science and
home economics or industrial arts.

Students received one

semester of science and one semester of home economics or
industrial arts each year.

Students in grades nine through

twelve were taught communication skills and social living
in a 2-hour class.

Ninth grade students were taught general

mathematics and home economics or industr ia 1 arts.
This pattern was followed through grade twelve except
that science took the place of mathematics at the tenth

Grade level and work experience was substituted for either
one of these courses in many instances.

Students were;;
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encouraged to participate in work experience for at least
one of their three years in senior high school.
students participated all three years.

Some

Students received

credit on a one credit per 2 hours basis for special Project
classes with a maximurn of one credit per year allowed for
grades nine, ten, and eleven, and a two credit tllllximum in
grade twelve.
ln grades ten through twelve the social studies-language
arts block was required.

The rest of the individual's

yearly schedule was planned with the beat interest of the
student.

A majority of students took three years of physical

education, one year of science, one year of math, at least
one year of hor.qe economics or industrial arts, and at least
one year of work expe.tJ.ence.

This left two units during the

three year period (grades 10 through 12) which the student
waa relatively free to elect a course of his choice.

Preedom

was given also for students with special interests or
scheduling difficulties to deviate from these guidelines
with the counselor's approval.
A sheltered work experience was developed for the
students who were unable or ill-prepared to work outside of
the school environment.

an oil company by

A service station was leased from

the Curriculum Demonstration Program to

provide a sheltered work experience.

The service station
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was usec.! uct only to train a student to be a service station
attendant but ulso to instill tl1e habits necessary for suc-

cessful work.

In the station he was taught to meet people,

maintain l good appearance, make change, etc.

A school

store was operated by the Project students at both the
junior and senior high schools.

In addition, the project

had • work supervisor who was in charge of students for a

custouial progra1:1 at the schools.

The student learned about

land;;scaping, tnaintenance, and other areas.

When a stucient

had been given a Class 1 evaluation on his job, he or she
-was qualified for placel!lent in the community.
A vigorous program of in-service training of teachers

was carried out du.ring all three years of the project.
The program included summer workshops, bi-weekly faculty
meetings, small group meetings, individual conferences,
and an on-going consultation of planning and curriculum
development.

The main purposes were:

{ 1) to make the

teachers sensitive to the problems of working with this
group of students, (2) to <.levelop a tear.rwork approach,
(3)

to develop a knowledge of special met hods and techniques

for tlealiDG with students with these characteristics, and
{4) to develop and initiate a total curricula program and
mat~rials

•.
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Follow-up Information.

The data for this study was

collected from several sources:
riculum

l~monstrat;.on

the files of the Cur-

Project; the registration car,'s a"<'

master files of the Junior and Senior High Schools; and from
the discussions VJith CLP personnel and Junior and Senior
High School counselors and teachers.

The graduating classes

of 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972 'Were used as the basis of this
study.

Initially it was necessary to ceternine which students
were in the CLP and which were in the Control :;roups.

lnce

they were identified i!l the 7th grade, tl:t'Y were followed
through June 1, 1969.

Project and Cont1ol students were

then identified as being in the program, being out of the
program but still in sc:;ool, and l11vini; droppc<.! out of
school.

Those who remained in sclJo(il (uut not the original

one) were placed in categories such as:

moved or transferrec;,

and were further iuentif ied by sex and race.
were placed in similar categories.

The dropot:.ts

This was done for eacb

of the classes individually and then was looked at collectively.
Inf or mat ion on the number of students dropping out at various
grade levels was also obtained.

!.ropouts from the regular

class program of the 1969 grac!.uating class were also traced
and comparisons with tlie 1969 graduating Project and Control
groups were made.

Cli\PTBR IV

RESULTS

Over the four-year period of this study, 255 studerits
were enr olleli in the Curr .i.culur.1 Der:1011st1·a t ion Project.
these, 21.J were white, 42 were Nt'\;ro.

l,f

As of June 1, 1969

(the iate select;''-' for arialyzi;;;:; tllc Jata), 171 stullents

were sti l in tne pro;;rai:i.

l

1

f the stu<lents who were no

longer in the proirar.i, 4<t haci transfe.rreu to other school
programs

Cf; • .:~!ill,

regular, or to otl1cr schools and are

identified as trausfers.

Tbere were

·lu

students who

were out of school completely anu are ic:ent ified as dropouts.

luriui:; this same pcriou 92 stullents were

in the Control .;;roup.

enrolled

rhe information concerning both

groups of students is given in Table 2.
Chi square analyses were alse; i.iatle for Project anu

Control stuc..ents.

Two cumparisons were raadei

(l) cou1-

parisons of dropouts ai;d the stay-in students .remaining in

the pro;;ram; (2) comparisons of clr{;pouts anu stay-ins
had trausf e.rreu to other probrams.

results of tbese analyses.

Table _: shows the

Wli<.:

,
TABLB 2
NW11ber of Students During a 4-year Period Enrolled in Project and
Control Groups and Their Consequent Status
School Year

Group

Total Enrolled

w

1963-64

N

Remaining in Group

w

Transfers

N

w

N

Dropouts

w

N

Project

53

7

30

s

7

0

16

2

Control

16

4

6

1

2

1

8

2

Project

54

11

J4

10

10

l

10

0

Control

17

4

6

2

3

0

8

2

Project

51

14

32

9

12

2

7

3

Control

21

5

14

3

1

0

6

2

Project

SS

10

42

9

12

0

1

1

Control

20

s

14

4

4

1

2

0

Project

21J

42

138

33

41

3

34

6

Control

74

18

40

10

10

2

24

6

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

Total

,

TABLE 3

Chi Square Atalyses For Project and Control Students
Graudating Class

Dropped vs Program

Chi Square

p

Dropped va Transfers
Chi Square

p

1963-64

4.67

.os

4.99

.05

1964-65

8.73

.01

9.23

.01

1965-66

J.09

.os

5.56

.os

1966-67

1.39

.20

1.41

.30

1963-67

13.0J

.01

13.68

.01
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StuJents who were no lon&;er in the Project or in the
Control group were identifieti and an atteinpt was made to
trace the111.

Project transfers totaled 44.

uf t11ese,

~u

nnved to other communities, and 9 returned to the regular

classroom prograi:i.
prograu::: •

Tlle rest were placed in other school

.r\ s1nall percentage were involved with the

police anl: were eventually placed in a" institutiou.
Project dropouts totaled 40.
was siven in _:2 cases.

Ltbe.:~:

No reason for dropping cut
listed marriage, pregnancy,

delinquency and the armet.l services as causes for droppint;
out.

Control transfers tota lec.J. 11.

to the rec;ular classroom pro:;rarl.

!lost of t b<'Se rcturneu
L·f the 31 Control urop-

outs, uo ieason for. uroppin:; out was given in 77 p;:•r ce1it
of the cases.

Some c,e.1: personnel and indiv iLi..i::i l school

counselors su 0 gested that possibly more t hau 50 per cent
of the "reasons unknown" woulci be placed uu0er "pregnant"
or "married."

In 1,.;ontrol and Project transfers and dropouts

alike, there were relatively few ifogro students--an outcorU<'
which might have been a;1ticipated since ouly 2 per cent of
students in Project aaL ,:;ontrol ~roups were Negros.

Tables

1 and 2 in Appendi.x ..; prov hie inf or:nat ion on t be above.

The grade in which the student dropped out of school v;as
also considered.

Table 4 ;Jives this information for Project

and Control students.

ns can be seen, 65 per ce·:t of the
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.l?r"jcct stu<lents (62 per cent boys) W:oppe-.; out between
co111pletion of tiie eic:hti1 graue and the bet;innint;; of c;raW.e
eleven.

Luriu~

triis same perio'-1 68 per cent of the \;votrol

students (52 per cent boys; uropped out.

In general, for

both !;roups more boys t ilan Jir ls dropped out.

,
TABLB 4

Frequency of Project and Control firopcuts Between Grades 7 and U
School Year

Group

1963-04

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Grade lu

Grade 11

Grade 12

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

p

M

p

M

p

Project

u

u

0

0

2

0

6

3

0

1

5

1

Control

u

l

u

0

0

0

2

3

2

3

0

0

Project

0

0

u

0

J

l

2

0

2

2

0

0

Control

2

0

0

0

0

0

4

J

l

0

0

0

Project

0

0

0

1

0

l

3

5

0

0

0

0

Control

(J

0

0

0

2

1

2

l

0

0

0

0

Project

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Control

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Project

l

u

0

2

5

2

11

8

2

3

5

1

40

Control

2

1

0

l

3

l

8

9

3

3

0

0

31

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

Total
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Additional information concerning the participating
four classes is reported below.

Because of the repetitive

nature of the tables, only the gr•duating class of 1969,

the first class completing six years of this prosram, is
presented here.

The activity in the remaining three classes

is reported in Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix

c.

The 196J-64 seventh grade Project transfers totaled 7,
SO per cent of which were placed in regular claaaroom

programs.

No reasons were identified for 83 per cent of

196::>-64 seventh grade Project dropouts.

Control transfers

numbered but J, and 2 of t bese were placed in other school
pJ:ograms (RMH).

Control dropouts were 10.

of these gave no reason for dropping out.

Seventy per cent
As was noted

previously, it is suspected tblt .50 per cent of these
"reasons unknown" could fall under "marriage,. and "pregnancy."
In tracing tbe movement of the 1963-64 seventh grade
regular class population, it was discovered tbat of the
initial enroll.Jllent of 489, 41 students became dropouts, 42
students transferred to other schools, other programs, etc.
and 60 students were uraccounted for.

Table S shows the

l96J-64 seventh grade class aa it was divided into regular
Project and Control groups.

It also provides information

regarding transfers and dropouts in each of the three groups.

,

TABLE 5

l96J-64 Seventh Grade Class

Regular

Initial Total

3

489

Drcpouts

41

Transfer a

42

Unaccounted Por

60

Project

%

60
8

18
7

Control

%

10
J

%

569

20
30

Total

so

69
52
60

12
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It Diiiy be noted, the number of dropouts and the number

of transfers in the regular group ai:e almost equal, although

60 studenta were unaccounted for.

If, then, we should

arbitrarily assign 50 per cent of the students unaccounted
for to the aropouts and the reltlllining SO per cent to the
transfers, the percentage of dropouts would not change

significantly aoo would still be below the eatb1ated national

average, ie., J0•35 per cent. The dropout percentage for
the regular group would climb to 14 per cent and for the
entire claaa to 17 per cent.

If we assigned all 60

uuaccounted for students to the dropouts, the percentage
for the regular group ..-:ould increase to approximately 21
per cent and for the entire class to 2.:l per cent, still
under the eatiinated national average.

It should also be

noted here, that although the dropout rate for the Project
group is near the estimated national average, it is significantly less than the Control group, suggesting that
without the Project, 4uincy could quite possibly lose
more students percentage wise thin the estimated national
average.

In order to see how those dropout students from the
1963·64 regular group compared to the 196J-64 project
students, their ranking on the five selection factors was
listed and means anc' atandard deviations were computed.

- 56 Table 6 reports t hest- results.
The means and staOO.rd deviations for these students
fall below those of the xegular group and above those of
the Project ancl Control groups on all factor• but the

socio-economic level.

Un this factor, this .group appears

to be a higher risk t ban those students assigned to the
control group.

This suggests, perhaps, a re-evaluation of

the process used to rank:. •tudents on a 5-point scale on the
socio•econo11ic factor.

Apparently these students, although

from a poorer class of people, hive 111&1naged to acquire the
motivation needed to excel in studies.

These students must

somehow be recognized and must be provided for.

~

TABLB 6

Means and Standard Deviations of the Five Selectim Factors
of Dropout Students Prom the 1963-64 Seventh Grade Regular Group
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V

DISCUSSION
The Curriculum Demonstration Project, begun ltfi th the

196J-64 seventh grade class, appears to hive bid aome success
in combating the dropout problem.

Reflecting only on the

first cl.las to go through the entire 6 year cycle of this

program, the graduating class of 1969, we see that the
bigb-risk Project group bad a JO per cent dropout rate,
wbicb is about equal to the esti11111ted 1.111tional average.
Although this percentage might seem high, it was still 20
per cent lower t bin tbe Control group.

of this

progra~

The development

bis also, apparently, decreased the drop..

out rate of the regular group which .as esti•ted at 8

per cent. Of course, it must be noted that the high risk
group was eliminated.

The combined dropout rate for the

1969 graduating class was only 12 per cent, well below
the estimated national average.

It was

repoxt~d

that

60 students in the regular group could not be identified
as either transfers or dropouts.

If these were to be

identified as dropouts, the combined dropout rate for the
1969 graduating class would rise to 23 per cent, still

under the esti•ted national average.

~

r----------------------------------------------------------------------

......
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The high dxoPout rate of t be Control group (50 per
cent) and t be relatively high dropout rate of the Project

group

(JO

per cent), suggests the presence rif a high risk

group in the program.

This, of course, gives validity to

the selection apprDltch, based on the five selection factors.

There was also a significant difference ( .0.5) between the
Project anu Control groups in favor of the project.
The graduating classes of 1970, 1971, and 1972 seem
to be following the sa111e patterns .:-stablisbed by t be
graduating class of 1969.

The data on these subsequent

graduating classes is incomplete at this time and no
definite conclusions can be reached.

The graduating

class of 1970, closest to co1111>letion of the 6 year cycle,
shows a Project dropout rate of approximately 20 per cent
and a Control dropout rate of approximately 50 per cent.

Subsequent years show lower percentages because they are
still going tbrougb tbe ninth and tenth grades which seem
to be critical academic and emotional adjustment periods.
As was reported in the literature and verified in this study,
the highest percentage of dropouts occur between the com-

pletion of the eighth grade and the beginning of grade
eleven.

Although not having complete data for the classes

graduating in 1970, 1971, and 1972, statistical analyses
showed that there was a significant difference ( .Ol) between
the Project and Control groups in favor of tl'E Project.
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It appears, then, that this program is accomplishing

what it was designed to do.

It seems to have I good balance.

There is sufficient and interesting class time to provide the

student with academic knowledge, and yet not too much to tax
his power of attention and concentration.

There is also a

well developed work program designed for each individual
student.

Teachers in the program are carefully screened

and they are skilled not only in art of teaching but in
counseling as well.

The progral!l administrator and the work

coordinator are men of high educational caliber who constantly
review and develop ideas that might still more reduce the
percentage of dropouts.
be effective,

Although the Project appears to

it is open to some criticism.

As it was discussed in the literature, dropout prone
students are poor readers, come from poor socio-economic
backgrounds, have difficulty in making adequate school
adjustments, are poor achievers and usually are of dull
norri•l to low average intelligence.

This is also true of

students in the Curriculum Demonstration Project.
I.Q. lies at about 90.

The students were all approximately

two grades below level in reading.
approximately 4.8.

The mean

The reading mean being

on a S point scale for academic achieve-

ment (where "l" indicated hi:!h achievement), they had a
mean of about 4.3.

Their mean on the same S point scale for
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socio-economic class was 4.1, approxiinately, and 4.6 on
school adjustment.
The Curriculum 1iemonstrat ion

~

rogram is multi-faceted.

It becomes difficult, therefore, to deterDline which aspects
of the program contributed significantly to the decreasea
dropout rate.
experience?

*sit the academic progr&lll?

the work

or simply the attention the knowledge tbat

someone cares?

Perhaps some questionnaire might be designed

and submittea to all students upon entering and upon concluding tbis program seeking their impressions.

Since the

Project group did lose JO per cent of its members, wby was

there a failure to hold these students?

Closer and more

illlf.Jlediate contact with these dropouts might be very
beneficial in augmentill{; this seemingly well-designed
program in an effort to hold even more students.

This

type of follow-up would also provide more information on
students• reasons for dropping out.
Although no statistics have been included in this
report concerning t bis, it was noted that students transferring into the Project from other schools or from the

regular classroom programs experienced very short stays
in the Project before dropping out.

14 students were added to the Project

was out. all 14 were dropouts.

In one year up to
an~

before the year

Similar experiences were

~-------r
_

r
I
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noted in each rf the four year enrollments but were not
necessarily as extreme.
Control group.

Stutients were also added to t L<

The reason for this aduition is not yet

clear to the examiner.

Stuclents addeci to the Control group

also became dropouts rapidly.

These stuue:;ts dropping out

so quickly suggests thlt in-coming students, hiving little
or no orientation to the PJ:oject, nee<.:ed Soll.le sort of
introduction that would have captureci and helU their
interest.

It might be

I

problem of adjustment.

If it

is, then the Project should have the responsibility of

helping these students through counseling.

If the in-

coming student is seen as having completely lost interest
in his academic education, then perhaps we must start

thinking of an entirely new program, perhaps strictly
vocational in nature, for him.

As noted previously, 8 per cent of the 1969 graduating
class from the regular group were dropouts.

Dy reason of

4 of the S selection factors, these students did not
qualify for the project group.

stand1rd

de~iation

However, their mean

ancl.

on the socio-economics factor was higher

thin the t;ontrol, but lower thin the Project group.

lt

would appear that this group of students may l•ve been
living in an environment which was not conducive for

learning.

It is suggested that youngsters from poor
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socio-economic backgrounds be exposed to some special programs early in t heh academic lives which would help t Le.
from becoming dropouts.

.Maney (1964) and Silberman ( 1964)

both concluded thlt the c.l.topout is the result cf a poor

socio-economic background and that a youngster is doomed to
tbis fate unless the schools inaugurate prevention programs
as early as nursery school.

There a.re descriptive reports

of such progralllS but little data at this time.

Green (1960)

rE;pcrted that the dropout problem is being viewed from the
secondary schools only, but that the problem already exists
in the elementary school.

Perhaps, the youngsters with poor

socio-economic background& that this study identified, might
hive benefited from an elementary school program.
Reviewing some of the observations in the review of
the literature made previously, it may be noted that Quincy

male dropouts occur more frequently thin female dropouts

and for similar reasons.

The ratio was almost 2 to 1.

}l;)wever, more females dropped fro~ ti~ Control group.

No

accurate analysis of minority groups could be made, since
the Negro is probably the only significant minority group
in 4uincy.

The Negro Dllkes up approximately 2 per cent of

the general 1.,;uincy popuil.ation.

By chance, Nejjroes made

up 2 per cent of Project anc ·-:ontrol groups.

The Project

dropout rate for Negroes over the four year period covered
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in this study was 15 per cent.
20 per cent.

For the 1969

The Control group rate was

graduatb~

class Project group,

it was 11 per cent ana for the Control groL;' it was 20 ,;e;
Through 1966, literature suggf'Sts that the Negro

cent.

dropout rate was approaching 40 per cent anu that more

females than males were the uropouts.

Uf the 1969

graduating cl.ass, 11 per cent of t be :.egro Project u.ropout rate were femles and 20 per cent of the Control group
dropouts were females.

Combined Negro females made up

12.5 per cent of the Project dropout rate and 20 per cent

of t be Control group rate.

It should be noted that the

Control group was composed entixely of Negro fcr.llles and
all were dropouts.

The female, both white and Negro,

appears to be most vulnerable in

ti~

Control group.

In suuimary, the Curriculum Demonstr11t ion Project

appears to have identified dropout prone students reasonably
well.

Tbe combination of classroom work and work experience

appeared effective in influencing students to remain in
school.

However, students transferring f.rom other schools

or from ot lier programs were apparently unable to make the
adjustment to the Pro.1cct and consequently cropped out of

the prograr.i wit bin a year.

.Approximately 9 per cent and

up to 12 per cent of stuuents in the resular school program dropped out of school.

Some of these have Severa 1
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characteristics of the dropout prone student, yet not

enough to qualify for tbe Project.

!hey appeared, however,

to be a hish-risk group on the socio-economic factor.
These firnlings suggest that the Curr iculv1 Lentonstration
Project should be broadened to encompass t:iore students.

It

should cievelop a more adequate system of record keeping.

lt sboulo also attempt to develop a diversified probram
specif ieally aimed at keeping sophomores and juniors in
school.

lt should eliminate transferrii.J students into

the Project and should instead have an alternate program
thllt these students might enter.

Reasons for leaviug school are varied:
pregnancy, service, work, delinquency, etc.

marriage,

It is dif-

ficult to accurately account for all the dropouts in this

particular study.

kecorc;;s were often incomplete and

more than half the dropouts were unaccounted for.

Project

officials seecied to feel tbat about 50 per cent uf female
dropouts either raarr iec.i or were pregnant.

This possibility

gained support froru the fact that the author's atte111pts to
follow up the female tlropout freque:1tly 1act with

door closeu in his face or the telephone rec.,: iv er
down.

~efrat--the
slamme~

Parents were more likely to uizcuss their sons who

had dl:oppeu out.

Mvst of tL' boys went either to work or

to the Armed Forces.

r~ew WC1'e

involved With the law.

,.....
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App1·oximately 60 per cent of t be cropouts came from elementary

schools in the low income area.

This susgests the possibility

of poor parental encouragement to finish sc ool and str• ' ",

parental emphasis on the Heed for \'1ork.
The literature suggests that stu<..ents drop out of school
when they reach

a~e

and junior years.

16 or when they are in their sopliomore

Students in the Pre ject failed in their

elementary pl'ogram at least one ancl possibly two years,

max.""'S

them 16 at the tilllt' they reached their sophomore

and/or junior years in lU. 0 h school.

Project students

dropped out cf school in Cjreat numbers upon completion of
grade 9, during grade 10 anti prior, during and after i;rade
11.

Appro::dmately 75 per cent of the students who left

school

~id

so at this time.

Control group.

Tlie same was true of the

SUMMARY

The Curriculum Demonstration Program for dropout
prone students in Quincy, Illinois, was begun with the
1963-64 seventh grade Junior High School class.

Project

and control group students were selected on the basis of
5 factors:

1) intelligence (measured in the sixth grade

by the California Test of Mental Maturity); 2) reading
ability (measured by the Iowa Achievement Test); 3) academic
achievement (obtained by averaging grades received in the
fifth and sixth grades; 4) socio-economic (obtained by
adding the scores of a residence and an occupational
factor, using Warner's (1949) Revised Scale for Rating
Occupations); and 5) adjustment factor (obtained from a
pupil adjustment rating sheet completed by sixth grade
teachers).

These students made up approximately 14

per cent of the students who fell at the bottom of the
ranking of the total class group.

Every fifth student

eligible for the Project was put in the Control group
and participated in the regular class program.
The author investigated a 4 year enrollment of 255
Project and 92 Control students with special emphasis
placed on the first class completing the full 6 year cycle

of the program.

Over the 4 year period 15.6 per cent of

the Project and 32.6 per cent of the Control students were
dropouts.

The number of students remaining in the program

as opposed to the dropouts, was significant at the .01
level.

However, 30 per cent of the first Project group

(1963-64) and 50 per cent of the first Control group
(1963-64) were dropouts.

The significance here in favor

of the program was at the .05 level.

The high percentage

of dropouts in these groups suggests that selection factors
determining the high risk group were valid.

The dropout

rate for the regular group (1963-64) was 8 per cent.

How-

ever, 60 students who left school could not be labeled
dropouts or transfers through school records.

If all

were dropouts, the rate would increase to 21 per cent.
The dropout rate for the graduating class of 1969, including
regular, Froject and Control groups was 23 per cent, somewhat lower than the estimated national average of 30 per
cent.
Sixty-five per cent of the Project group and 68 per
cent of the Control group dropped out between the completion
of the grade 8 and the beginning of grade 11.

Sixty-two

per cent of Project boys and 52 per cent of Control boys
were dropouts.
dropouts.

Negro males made up 15 per cent of the

Two per cent of Project and Control students were
Negroes.

Negro females made up 12.5 per cent of the

I
I

Project dropouts and 20 per cent of the Control dropouts.

I

seemed to have difficulty adjusting and dropped out after

I

I'

Transfer students introduced into the Project group

relatively short stays.

This same phenomenan was evident

in the Control group.
Regular group high risk students on the socio-economic
factor were identified.
Broadening the Curriculum Demonstration Project to
encompass more students was discussed.
Developing a more

adequate~stem

of record keeping

was also discussed.
The development of a more diversified program
specifically aimed at keeping sophomores and juniors
in school was mentioned.
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APPBNDIX A

(Do Not Fill In)
L
A

w

..

-----

Name of Child

Grade School

-----

Teacher

.

Pupil Adjustment Rating Sheet

Directions: In eeoh of the sets of desoriptive·statementa beloli
pick out the statements which you think tlts the child ·most aptly-the one ~hioh the ohild is most like. Place the letter ool'l'esponding to this statement in the left hand margin. Do not be oanoerned
ii' the statement does not apply exactly, and do not dwell too long
on your decision. Your first judgment is best for this kind of
Ntirig. Complete a rating for each sixth grade ohlld in your room
«t the. end of the year. Thank you.

-

1.

-

3 •. 'A.· Sensitive, touohJ, hurt by ori.ticism.
B. ·' Shows off, attention getter •
. c. ..Is self-con1'ident.

-

4.

-

5.

-

6.

A.
B.

Others came to him for help.
Causes disturbances.
Lacks confidence in himself.

'

Other people find it herd to g•t along with him.
Is &asily contused.
Other people are eager to be near h1m or on his side.

c.

2 •. A.

B..

c~

A.
B.

c.

-

1.

-

8.

c.

B.

Exel'ta a good influence on the olass.
Se~ anxious and fearful.

A.

Make$,\1,25ensible, pl'8ct1oal plans.

c.

B&oo~s

B.

I

10.

~l'~~.
..

. ·~·~"

rule a tx-equentl7.

discouraged easily.
''

'

\
'

I

'

eot:tve part in group projects and other flotiIs shy an~ re.tiring.
.
vities.
Others oannot work with him.

A. · Takes an

B.

B.

c.

Quarl'elsome.
Is tense or ill et ease when reciting or appearing beLikes jobs which give him responsifore a group•
bili ty.

A.
B.

His presence or absence is not noticed by other ohilFigures out things for himself.
~n.
Is impulsive and e&sily excited •

A.
B.

Tries to bully ana domineer OYer others.
Is quick to see valuable th.1.ngs in other people's sug.Is hard to get to lmow.
gestians.

A.

.c.

-

Ie

A. . ~uentlJ· gets into fights or heated argument•.

c.

9.

±s ext~mely quiet and passive.
a natural leader.
Is boastful.

c.

'.

'

I

~

.
'

/

'

.

Sex

v1.

I.Q.

..
'

l.Q. Factor

I

'

6th Grade
Reading

'
I

I
I

.

v.
...

6th Gr. Readinq Factor

'

I

.

:
i

;

'

i
I

I

'
"

Sth-6th Ace•
demic Achieve·
ment Factor V

v

I

rr
I·
I
I

Socto-Econom·
ic Factor v .

i

I

Aggressive
Factor (01'

.
I

!

I

Vi

o,_..
Withdrawn
Factor

v

'

Factor Total

APP.BMDIX B

Description
· CUrr1culu'U. Demonstrnt1on Pro:;rn.m
Quincy Public Schools
In tod.r~~' · s co11plex school s1 tuo.tion, there is becoming n
lnr.:;er secr!;lent of the school population with lenrning difficulties
1n certnin are~s. These students have become disinterested ln
their school wor!;:: because of yen.rs of frustration and ever-present
school experiences that have resulted in failure.
·
This student has lost any desire he might have had to achieve
academically, is usually rebellious to school authority, and sees
no importance in school work. This con, in many cases, be
attr1 buted to low academic aptitude·,'. low socio-economic background,
and a parental a.i sinterest in education. Many of the parents of
these students have dropped out of school for about the same reasons
their children have for wanting to drop out. Therefore, the
student sees only the world. of work in which to accomplish or to
attain goals he has set for himself.
Although ill-prepared, this young person is prone to drop
out of school and attempt to fina his place elsewhere. This is
loolted upon by school officials as undesirable ana that the student
1s running away from on unpleasant situation, but the student
actually sees hi~self as leaving something that has no meaning
for h1m and that he will be able to accomplish greater things
outside the school situation.
In order to circumvent this situation, we must evaluate our
programs end structure a curriculum that will have meaning to
these students and present to them classroom work that can be done
or their level of ability and their level of interest.

These young people have little opportunity or no desire to 30
beyond high school. Therefore, we must help prepare them for
work. The importance here being to instill good work habits,
punctuality, attitudes toward work and school, and help them to
see the importance of some level of achievement in the classroo~.
Program
This program is designed for stuaents 1n grades 7-12 who
have met with failure in the traditional school program. It is
intendec'i to take in account the d1ff1cult:les he has experienced
and give new meaning to school. This program will provide for
the youngster more in Cl i vi dual attention, new methods, i:mo.
different approaches to teaching.

Sched.ule
7th Grade
Arts
Social Studies
Arithmetic
Science
Industrial Arts, nome Economics
1
furk Experience (Cafeteria, Class Projects)
Physical Education
La.'1gua,~e

8th Grade
Language Arts
Social Studies
Arithmetic
Science
Industrial Arts, Home Economics
Work Experience (Cafeteria, Class Projects)
Physical Education
•
9th Grade
Language Arts
Social Studies
Arithmetic
Industrial Arts, Home Economics
Work Experience (Cafeteria, School Store~ Class Projects,
On-the-Job Training -- Sheltered Work Program)
Physical Education
10th Grade
Language Arts
Social Studies
Math - Biology
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Work Experi'ence (Service Station, On-the-Job Training -Sheltered Work Program)
Physical Education
Driver Education
11th Grade
Language Arts
Social.Studies
Business ant'I Industrial Math
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Electives (Art, Typing, Health & Safety)
Work Experience (Service Station,. On-the-Job Training -Shel terecl. Work Proe;ra!Il)
Physical Education

12th Grade

Language Arts
Social Studies
Social & Vocation topics - Vocational testing
Industri.'.3.l Arts
:lome Economics
Electives (Senior Business, Health & Safety, Gen°1 Science)
Physical Education
Work Experience (Service Station, On-the-Job Training -.
Sheltered Work Program)
Languae;e Arts
In the Language Arts classes, remedial work as such is not
stressea. This program is not designed to keep the student up
with his peers, but merely to bring him up to his le~el o.f
ability •.
Social Studies
Facts are not stressed as much a.s making the student aware
of his surroundings and helping him to adjust to society.
Attitudes toward school and society are underlined importance
as in all classes. This is primarily teacher-preparec.'I. material.

This area has been structured by project teachers to include
a practical side of mathematics and to involve the thinking
processes as much as the mechanics.
Science
This is basically teacher-prepared material and
participation approach is used.

~

demonstration-

Physical Education
Students are placed in regularly scheduled classes in the
Junior and Senior High School.
Inc1.ustr1al Arts
Students develop an appreciation and interest in our
industrial society.
Home Economics
Importance is placed on developing good personal and family
life habits.

-4In the Junior Hir.!h School, the boys in the Industrial Arts
class are scheCl.uled into Ifome Economics and the girls in Home
Economics classes are scheduled into the Industrial Arts program for
a short period of time. This is done to develop an awareness
and an appreciation of the duties ana. responsib1lt1es a family
and society might place. upon each person~.
·
Training Classes
There is a Bookl{eeping class in the Senior High School for
interested students and also a class for boys in which they
study the complete operation of a service stat.ion. In :this class,
products and equipment usecl and sold through a service station,
how to handle credit cards, and various phases of the operation
of a business are studied.
Sheltered Work

Experie~

This phase of work is for the youngster who is unable or
ill...:prepared to work outside of the school environment. A
service station is leased from an oil company by the Curriculum
Demonstration Program to provide a sheltered worJ<: experience. The
service station is not only useCI to train a: youngster to be a
service station attenc.'lent, but to instill the habits necessary
for successful work, In the station he iR taught to meet people,
lrnep a good appearance, make change, etc. A school store is
operated by the project students at both the Junior and Senior
High School. In addition, the project has a work supervisor
who is in charge of students for a custodi2l program at the schools.
The student learns .about landscaping, maintenance, an~. other
areas. When a student 'has been given a Class I eyaluation on
his job, he or she is qualified for placement in the co!Il!Ilunity.
Home Visitations
Home visitations are made by teachers ond members of the
staff to develop more interest and a better attitude toward
school on the part of the parents.
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APPBNDIX C

TABLB 1

Combined Project and Control ;Jroup Transfers frorn 196J-1967

vt her Schools

Regular Classes

0t her Prc::;rams

Female

iv'ale

t'9le

Pemale

,.;ale

Fe•le

Male

Female

w

N

Ii

N

1''

N

w

N

w

N

h.

N

\'.

N

w

N

w

N

Moveo
Male

w

N

l~e.-le

'

Listi tut ions

P.toject

15

1

10

0

2

1

l

u

2

1

6

0

,,,,

0

l

v

0

\,)

l

0

Control

1

u

l

l

....

0

li

v

0

0

l

u

l

(.)

j

l

2

0

0

()

,,

TABLB 2

Combined Project and Control Group Dropouts from 1963-1967

Pregnant

Married

Service

vt her Progra•

Male

Female

Jltlle

Female

Mlle

Female

Male

W N

W

N

W N

W

N

W N

W

N

W N W

Project

O 0

l

2

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

l

0

Control

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

l

0

0

0

3

1

0

Delinquent Reasons Unknown
Hale

Female

Ma le

Fet111 le

N

W N

W

N

W N

W

0

0

1

0

0

0

19

1 10

2

l

1

0

0

0

0

8

2 12

2

Female

N

TABLE 3

itovement of Project and Control Group Transfer Students from 1963-1967 By Year

lJtber Schools Regular Clas.ea Other Programs

.Moved

Mlle

w

196J-64

N

Project

Fel!lllle

w

N

Male

w

N

Pe male
;l

1

2

N

Male

w

N

Pe•le

w

w

N

Fe•le

w

N

1

1

Male

w

N

Fem le

w

1

l
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